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 I was ten years old when I saw Mother’s citizenship certificate and was told that it 

was all taken care of long ago, behind the Iron Curtain, and not to worry about it. Place of 

birth: Russia. Occupation: Housewife. Her face in the photo looked severe, so opposite of 

her real self:  she was a lovely and kind person.  She quickly snatched it out of my hands, 

and I have not seen it since. She actually was born in Tarnopol Poland, now the Ukraine, 

perhaps it was Russian for a minute or two. 

Family secrets should never be told to ‘another mother’s soul,’ as the saying goes. 

It’s true that eventually most secrets – benign or horrendous – do come to light, in either 

slow realization or with thundering impact. As I ponder Mother’s secret, I consider its 

unfolding a bit of both.  

In early years, say up to age 36, I now and then caught wisps of information. My 

Mother’s family endured turmoil in the old country.  My grandparents’ motivation to 

immigrate and at the time they did late in 1927 is quite a story. I only know parts of it. It 

includes Ukrainian grandfather being thrown in prison, rescued by his Polish father in law, 

and allowed to immigrate rather than face a firing squad. He ended up in Ottawa, Canada, 

and grandmother and Mother a few years later; they ‘made their way’ to Chicago.  

Now in my middle to elder years, I ponder how to process my family’s long well 

kept secret: that my grandparents and Mother were illegal—undocumented-- immigrants in 

the middle-ish 1920s, and as Mother’s first born, I apparently started out in life as the 

daughter of an illegal alien. In other words, Mother was a dream child, and I’m a dream 
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child’s daughter. On my Dad’s side, it’s an open book, pure American heritage, straight 

from the Mayflower down to me and my generation.   

Mother’s secret came to light in 2011 embedded in a Freedom of Information file on 

Mother and I’m still trying to put it in perspective. Scientists say it takes seven years to 

replace every cell in our bodies. I’m hoping the passing of more than seven years now since 

then, is enough time to put things in perspective. 

I began genealogy research in my middle 30’s when the family story was that in the 

late 1920s my toddler Mother was brought to the new world by her mom and dad, perhaps 

as late in the year as when the Detroit River had frozen over.  Crossing the river to enter the 

country did not dawn as an extraordinary thing since no one revealed then that they actually 

walked across the river. Earlier arrived relatives met them and took them to Chicago where 

Mother attended school, happily grew to adulthood, married my American Navy sailor Dad 

during WWII. She and her parents became citizens after they married due to the Act of 

Amnesty, they said. No birth record in the old country was available because back then it 

was wartime, and so much ‘burned down.’ These bits of information were hard-won and had 

taken over thirty years to uncover at that point. They were part of Mother’s background, 

nothing to worry about, we children were told. In those blissful times, facts were either not 

known and or faded over time with the happy living of life as I grew up, went to school, 

married, and now have grandchildren of my own. However, throughout the years I’ve been 

trying to add things up.  

Now and then bits of information became known, mostly because Mother revealed 

them or genealogy research did. Some oddities came to light:  finding my grandparents’ 

typed, not handwritten, entry cards into the port of Detroit. There were numerical 
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annotations on the backsides. No card was found for Mother until the lady at the Family 

History Center looked under Mother’s married name, more annotations. Old censuses 

reported birthplaces as North Dakota whereas I knew it was Poland, not Russia, or, 

laughably, North Dakota. Things were curiouser and curiouser and at times I felt like I fell 

down a rabbit hole of old country disinformation. 

In 2010 I began proving a lineage society, the Mayflower Society, and Mother’s 

birth date had to be verified. Verifying mother’s birth year became an issue, because no 

three documents had her same year of birth.  It became apparent that Mother did not actually 

know her year of birth.  I eventually obtained Mother’s birth record from Warsaw, the place 

where everything had burned down, and if I’d been able to secure that document from the 

first, her immigration status would have remained a secret. It wasn’t until obtaining the 

Freedom of Information files to get a copy of Mother’s citizenship certificate, before the 

Warsaw birth record arrived, that ‘the secret’ became known.   

In retrospect there was a type of dissembling going on in the family to keep the past 

in the past. Mother’s sister was born four years after the family entry and today would be 

considered an anchor baby. Mother, her sister and their little brother, another anchor baby, 

spoke English and the old country language, a mix of Polish and Ukrainian I now believe. 

When Mother married and had us children after WWII, that other language and Mother’s 

past were denied us. We were to be Americans, and never ever ask about where they had 

come from. I understood none of their language since when they caught sight of me they’d 

switch to broken English. To us American born children in the late 40s and 50s they spoke 

only the kindest of English words. We were their cherished children. The first time I heard 

an older person speak unaccented English I was in stun because every older person I knew 
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spoke with an accent. In Kindergarten I was sent to speech correction because I spoke 

broken English. Today, I consider my long ago accent my beloved connection to their past.  

There is a type of dysfunction associated with any secret, even assuming benign 

motivation, as I do in my Mother’s family. Over my first 30 plus years, I would also inquire 

about Dad’s family and usually was shut down on that too. But for some reason Mother 

occasionally revealed some facts. Clearly she did not realize how much I was listening.  

For one, she couldn’t accept a scholarship to a major university. Her parents forbade 

it. The reason: ‘they’ would find out she wasn’t born in this country, leading to draconian 

upheaval. She was angry over that fact, but hid it well.  As she grew older and mentioned it, 

it was cause of intense anger. However, Mother finally told me that her own mother 

apologized on her deathbed that she didn’t allow my Mother to accept that scholarship.  

Mother finally choked up and revealed that in grade school she knew it wasn’t her 

right to sing the national anthem or pledge allegiance, but she did so anyway since she loved 

this country so much. Something happened then, and I still wonder about it. I could tell 

Mother was vulnerable, so I asked about Dad’s side again. She was almost in tears when she 

went to a book shelf in the family room. She pulled out and gave me an old book written 

about the Ripleys. Reading it led to my grandmother Ripley’s Daughters of the American 

Revolution membership number, and then to several other lineage societies. I would never 

have known about this American heritage if it had not been for Mother.  Dad, always a 

gentle quiet man, never spoke about this American lineage, but he must have known about 

the immigration secret. 

Mother and her in-laws only marginally got along. Dad’s family lived way out west 

on a cattle ranch in Colorado, and we children met them just a few times. Perhaps it was 
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because of the differences in religion, Evangelical Pentecostal Christian versus Catholic, but 

in light of the fact Mother and her folks were foreign born, illegal to boot, perhaps 

secretiveness got the better of all of them.  

The Freedom of Information files were a mother-load of information. After I was 

born, our little family moved from Chicago to Duarte, California, near Los Angeles to live 

near Dad’s sister and her family. Mother and Dad must have figured that their marrying 

cleared up any immigration issue, and they went off to get her citizenship papers. They were 

wrong. Mother’s Freedom of Information files are thick, and astoundingly reveal that there 

was a bench warrant for her arrest going back to when she was 11 years old, about 1934. 

Mother was in school in Chicago when Immigration officials came and offered to sign up 

anyone who wasn’t born in America. She did so, probably unaware of what she was doing, 

and must have unwittingly set off some kind of immigration alert. However, absolutely 

nothing happened for years until California. I can picture this young family standing in front 

of a judge, truly in shock. The trial to consider her deportation, and mine too, from 

California into Mexico reads like an exercise in restraint and kindness on the part of agents 

trying any way they could to solve things for this young couple with a baby in tow. My 

parents and me. It was finally adjudicated that the War Bride Act would work, since Dad 

and she married while he was in the Navy. 

Much that happened in my life has been re-thought, to say the least. Reading about 

immigration or amnesty acts doesn’t really help. Some is cleared up, and much is still in the 

dark.  Some records are contrived, so I ponder the secretiveness that left holes in Mother’s 

family information. My siblings and I were encouraged to work hard and go to college, 

because in the old country having an education meant a good life, as opposed to working the 
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land, a hard life. On the other hand, I also heard that grandmother and grandfather in the old 

country had an estate, servants, and a good life. What in the world did that mean? Many 

people of some means who fled the old country with nothing but the clothes on their backs 

settled legally in cities, and worked hard at jobs they had little training for so their progeny 

could have a better life. I tried to cobble the story together but my questions were answered 

with, “That’s the old country, don’t worry about it.” It was abundantly clear in my youth that 

we American born children after WWII were to have a better life and it didn’t matter how 

Mother got here in the first place. It was all about the future. I was young then and could be 

shut down, but now that I’m old, I want to know. 

A secret past is a romantic idea, a catchall of rosy possibilities. However, living with 

folks who have secrets is not. There was always some haziness about the past or about 

people from the old country. There’s an atmosphere of suspicion leading to ‘don’t ask 

questions’ or ‘don’t tell anything to anybody,’ or the miserly best one: ‘we know something 

you don’t and we won’t tell you.’  

We children born here did not really meet or know many people from the old 

country.  At 17, I went off to live at college 300 miles away with little but my own grit in the 

midst of the tumultuous 60’s. I had received a scholarship, possibly suspect in Mother’s 

eyes. In retrospect, Mother could not deal with this vast change in my life, or give any 

advice about leaving home and travelling to live in a dorm with total strangers. She just kept 

quiet, as did all in the family. Before college, I developed an all body case of hives finally 

cured with cortisone shots after two weeks of misery. Yet, there was no discouragement 

either. Also in retrospect, it seemed as if the older folks were holding their breath. Were they 

hoping I not reveal something to put them in a bad light? When I went off to graduate school 
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three states away, no hives this time, grandfather saw me drive off from the house. Mother 

could not. Was grandfather looking so grim because he thought I was fulfilling an American 

dream for him, or because I might once again do some harm to the family secret, which at 

the time I did not know? 

Are family secrets, even unknown, divisive? I do think yes. An example. As 

children, it was fun to try to figure out what anyone was talking about since we did not know 

the language they spoke. I became a writer, and wrote a memoir collection titled The Old 

Ways way before any secret was figured out. My readers said how warm and close my 

family is. My Mother and my uncle, Mother’s younger brother, were enthusiastic about my 

writing. However, the first anchor baby born here, Mother’s only sister and my godmother, 

was very angry over the publication, and from that time did not speak to me. Only a few 

miles away, she recused herself from Mother’s funeral. Perhaps the secretiveness about what 

happened way back when continued to block her. I will never know as they are all gone. 

As consequences of a secretive background go, I have few it seems to me. Perhaps 

because I always knew I was loved and cherished. However, I will not condone religious 

prejudice as Dad’s family did. I keep my own counsel, and seek no advice when in 

retrospect input might have been helpful. At times I feel that there is something going on 

that I know nothing about, and dearly feel that loss. I am self critical and analytical, and 

have a reluctance to tell people about myself. I know this all sounds quite ‘normal.’ It’s just 

the way I’ve always been.  

Perhaps it’s from the compartmentalization inflicted on me, but when I sense 

compartmentalization by friends – not meeting their families or their other friends—that’s 

off-putting. That’s normal too. I’m much more likely to listen to others, to talk in circles, in 
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metaphor rather than directly. I’m good at languages. I have a passing to excellent 

knowledge of several, all Western European. While I know how to learn another language, I 

have not ventured into learning Eastern European ones, yet I love hearing them.  

I know no one anymore from the old country because they are all gone and their 

secrets are no longer draconian, because yes it was all cleared up long ago and their 

citizenship became a cherished and realized fact. These aren’t terrible secrets now, but 

clearly were back in Mother’s youth.  

Pondering the other side of the family, my Dad’s, my Mayflower ancestors sought a 

place to live without the burden of old country taboos and repression. There’s an unbroken 

line from them to me. My Revolutionary War patriots fought with great sacrifice to escape 

old country taboos and repression and lift this new land into a bright new future, a wide 

open road to a good life. 

My Mother’s family found a way to get here. As long as they kept their secret, they 

figured they could stay here. Eventually they imbued in me the goodness of life without the 

burden either of old country taboos and repression, and by osmosis I learned how to keep 

secrets.   Yet, what I wouldn’t give to know all about their life and that mysterious country 

‘behind the Iron Curtain.’ Through research and genealogy some of that has been revealed. 

Certainly not much of it, not by a long shot. 

I once asked Mother why we children were not permitted to learn the old country 

language. Mother said that well, children talk too much, and might tell the neighbors things 

we shouldn’t because we don’t know any better. Afraid, I suppose that we’d put them in a 

bad light and maybe Mother was right to do that, because now, look at me:  I’m talking too 

much about a nearly one hundred year old secret that rightly held my dear Mother and her 
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parents in burdened thrall for such a very long time. I will never know everything, and can 

only look to the bright future, as they did, for my own little family and grandchildren.  

Keeping secrets? Well, who’s to tell, but I do believe I have none worthwhile or 

draconian.  At least it seems so to me. 

 


